


“A thumping bassline steers the track admirably, and 
‘Take Me Home’ solidifies the group’s artistic status…”  
   - Billboard 



Cash Cash’s remix of “All Night” #1 on 
Hype Machine’s Popular Chart! 



”Cash Cash has hit the 
ground running to become 
one of the most relevant 
names in EDM…” 
 
- Dancing Astronaut  

Dancing Astronaut ‘s “5 Breakthrough 
artists for summer 2013” 

Featured as one of White Raver Rafting’s 
“New Wave of EDM Superstars” 



“Tracks like this blend well with satisfying the 
mainstream/pop radio crowd (while) packing 
enough electro house “oomph” to get a push in the 
major EDM spots...” 
  - Do Androids Dance 

Cash Cash “Take Me Home” Coverage 



Cash Cash “Take Me Home” Remix Coverage 

“the original track and the remix (Chainsmokers) are 
incredibly catchy, and we’re not ashamed to say that 
we’ve had these tracks on repeat for weeks.” 
   - Kick Kick Snare 

“The sound he employs in his reimagination 
of Take Me Home is a distinctly electro one, 
and is sure to incite fist-pumping and 
headbanging at many clubs and festivals.” 
  - Less Than 3 

“Keeping Bebe Rexha’s sugary sweet dance 
pop vocals intact, Jordy dirties up the 
original’s melodies into gritty synthetic 
growls.” 
 - Dancing Astronaut 



 Interviews with Cash Cash 

“Representative of a sound which is 
currently sweeping the U.S. club 
scene… the trio are well-placed to 
enjoy more than their fair share of 
success”  
 – Societe Perrier 



Check out Cash Cash’s “Take Me Home” ft. Bebe Rexha  featured in Vibe’s 
EDM Playlist! 

“Cash Cash is going to earn just that. Upcoming vocalist and songwriter Beba Rexha added her voice 
to the clever synthesized bassline that will bump hard in any sound system, from the car stereo to the 

clubs.” - VIBE 



Cash Cash’s Official Lyric Video 
Coverage 

“’Take Me Home’ is a poppy / dance-infused 
home run, that will keep ahold of you and 
never let go” – Under the Gun Review 



Cash Cash Live Reviews 

“Cash Cash not only provided the hard-hitting 
tunes, but also released the energy that kept 
the party going until sunrise.” 
  - VIBE 



Check out coverage 
from Cash Cash’s 

Royalty Radio 

Premiere! 

“As expected, the boys run the full gamut of genres, seamlessly blending 
progressive, electro, and dubstep to create a first episode that will certainly 

leave you wanting more. ” - EARMILK 



“We artists are constantly learning from one another....artists are becoming very competitive, 
taking the sounds to new heights…You don't have to like it or pump your fist when you hear us 
banging our beats, but you better believe that we're not going anywhere anytime soon; this is 

only the beginning.”  

     -Cash Cash 

Check out Cash Cash ‘s interviews with DJs Nicky Romero and Hardwell! 



“Take Me Home”  
ft. Bebe Rexha 
ON SALE NOW 



“After making our 
breakthrough artists 
for summer 2013 list, 
Cash Cash just keep 
proving us right.”  

– Dancing Astronaut 

“With their ground-breaking remixes and 
electrifying originals, EDM’s Jersey Boys, 
otherwise known as Cash Cash, light up the 
scene with …their new single ‘Take Me Home’.” 
  – VIBE  

“With infectious vocals from Bebe Rexha and a lighthearted breakdown 
from the Jersey boys Cash Cash, this is a certified summer tune that's sure 
to be on heavy rotation in your car, through your headphones, and even in 
your head.”  
   – Knack For Tracks 

“‘Take Me Home’ instills the 
use of powerful melodic 
vocals by Bebe Rexha and a 
mounting synth that builds to 
an anthemic drop.”  
 -  Elektro 
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“Listening to Cash Cash is like popping open a 
bottle of pure unfiltered fun.” 
 -  White Raver Rafting  

“As expected, the boys run the full gamut of genres, seamlessly 
blending progressive,  electro, and dubstep to create a first episode 
that will certainly leave you wanting more. ”  
   – Earmilk  

“Cash Cash is ready to dive into the EDM stratosphere 
with their new single “Take Me Home”   
  - Idolator  “They’ve produced, mixed, & mastered all 

their own music …giving them a solid 
foundation. Over time, the group began 
to evolve becoming an EDM electro group 
and a force to reckoned within the EDM 
universe.” 
  – Only the Beat 
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